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42b Abuse/Neglect

3. Requirements
2800.
42.b. A resident may not be neglected, intimidated, physically or verbally abused, mistreated, subjected to corporal

punishment or disciplined in any way.
Description of Violation
The residence neglected to notify residents of potential harm or theft after being made aware that several residents
experienced financial exploitation by staff person B at the residence on or around February .  The residence
initially became aware of the financial exploitation by staff person B on . 
On ,  Resident 1 noticed that two checks for large amounts had been withdrawn from their account. One for

and one for , both checks having been deposited on  by staff person B.  Resident 1 and their
designated person were upset to learn that the residence was aware of the potential for theft and that the residence
failed to notify them.  Resident 1 reported that they would have reviewed their accounts much sooner and would have
been able to contact their bank for stop payments on their checks. 
 
 

Plan of Correction Accept  - 05/03/2023)
1. A letter was written and sent out to families and residents
2. The letter and the missing checks were discussed at resident council on April 11, 2023 by the Administrator.  We
talked about the lock boxes, having locks installed on drawers by us and keeping all personal information safe, such
as social security cards, insurance cards, etc....  A copy of the letter is attached
3. On May 10, 2023 at the resident council meeting a former police officer is going to do a training with the residents
on keeping belongings and person belongings safe and secure
4. Moving forward families and residents will be notified of any financial exploitation immediately by the
administrator or designee
5. A training was previously planned June 28th, 2023 for all staff to be given my the administrator.
6. A review of the resident rights/abuse/neglect including financial exploitation  will be done before the training with
the nursing staff.  It will begin 5/5/23 and be given by the Compliance Manager
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